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“It's got a great singer/songwriter acoustic vibe to it and it's 
immediately warm and inviting to just soak your ears in. The 
addition of strings and keys are perfect accents to the jazzy little 
groove that Anderson has going on here. Beautifully composed by 
Anderson and Olivier Zahm, it's not too light to be ignored and has a
fantastic finale that will give you a satisfied grin. The lyrics are 
unabashedly romantic and Anderson delivers them with a sexy little 
lilt. It's a joyful listen about how you find perfection in the one you 
love or at least the one you romanticize. One thing is for sure 
"Perfect" makes me damn curious about the rest of the EP Anderson 
is releasing, and luckily I won't have to wait long.” - Mitchell 
Hillman, Phoenix New Times. 

“Phoenix singer-songwriter, Ben Anderson, creates jazz-tinged indie 
pop.  Anderson shares some sweet sentiments on “Perfect”, the first 
single from Where Did the Lights Go?, his forthcoming release.” 
YabYum Review

Ben Anderson ups the Singer-Songwriter 
game with this first release .

Arizona based Ben Anderson unleashes via Chromodyne his first world-wide
release, painting rich contemporary nuances with an Oscar Wilde touch of 
brooding darkness. 

Ben Anderson Bio 

Music is the beautiful combination of structure and artistic expression.  Singer
songwriter Ben Anderson writes and performs with balance as his mantra. 
Anderson’s gift for strong melody, harmony, and lyrical content is consistent, 
even if his sound ventures into other styles of music.  His bluesy, soulful voice
is a rich blend of John Mayer, Sam Smith, and Jack Johnson.  While his soft 
vocals caress you, but the music behind the caress delivers a satisfying jolt.  
Born in Phoenix, AZ, picks up his first guitar at 14, and fall under the 
seductive spell of songwriting.
 

After graduating from Arizona State University with a bachelor’s degree in 
Kinesiology, becomes a singer-songwriter, going against the grain of 
convention, strong from his experience playing in jazz bands and rock groups 
throughout his late teens/early 20’s.

In 2014, Anderson recorded his first EP Roosevelt Row over at Grand Canyon
Records with AZ studio legend Jack Miller under the helm.  The 4-song EP 
only features acoustic guitar and Anderson’s vocals.   The song’s lyrics are 
lighter in nature and the music is appreciated for its simplicity. 

In the summer of 2015, Anderson enlists Olivier Zahm of Electric Lotus 
Music to be the producer/engineer/songwriting partner for his second EP.  
Having the desire to expand his sound both musically and lyrically, Zahm was
the perfect complement.  Where the Lights Go?, a fully produced, four song 
EP gaining acclaim by both critics and listeners.   

 

Anderson performs around the Phoenix area,  seen haunting the local popular 
music venues and clubs.  Ben’s follow up EP is set to be out late/mid of 2017. 
Stay tuned!
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